
Hua Hin H3 Run #345 – 12th November 2016 

Location: Off Route 2004 on new link road to Soi 112 

Google Map Link: https://goo.gl/maps/AM65i5a464t 

GPS Coordinates: N 12 32.035, E 99 54.941 (N 12.533910, E 99.915680) 

Hares: Spook & Rubber Duck  

Hash Snacks: Brown Diamond 

Hash Notes: Tinks 

Hash Photos: Cathusalem 

Number of Hashers: 47 

Pre-Hash 

It was a return close to where Tinks set run #344 just off the new link road between 2444 and Soi 

112in an area being used by scramble bikes but luckily they were not on the scene when the pack 

started to gather.  The weather had been favorable to the hares during the previous few days and 

with clear blue skies it looked set to being a warm run.  The pack started gathering and paying their 

taxes to Tinks, the Tax Collector for this week.  GM Hugs called the pack to order for the traditional 

pre-run briefing by Hares Spook and Rubber Duck. 

 

The pack was advised of three trails, short walk, long walk and rambo’s/runners.  No particular hazards 

to be found on route, a little wet underfoot in places and some good views.  Hare Spook also advised on 

some navigational skills, the setting sun in the west, The hills in the east opposite the setting sun, the 

lake in between and the power lines north south between the lake and the hills.  He must have a 

premonition that some hashers would get lost today. 

The Trail 

The pack set off in an easterly direction and over the first obstacle an ant-rubbish dumping trench 

and then on towards the first check.  Some of the pack went off trail before the reaching the check.  

The check proved a little difficult to break.  It turned out to be a back check and therefore the front 

runners/walkers had a decision to make go back or track through the shiggy in the direction of the 

calling.  However some chose to ignore the call and continued on with their own agenda despite strong 

calling from GM Hugs that they were heading in the wrong direction.  Tinks, together with Butt Out , 



Screwdriver and a few others cut through the shiggy and came out on the main trail and shortly 

thereafter were joined by GM Hugs who did not follow his own preaching’s to the pack.  Shortly 

thereafter the short trail went left.  Those choosing the longer trails continued on through the bush 

for another 1.1 km to the long walk/Rambo split.  

 The runners trail continued east towards the now closed municipality rubbish dump.  The trail proved a 

little difficult to follow due to sparse amount of paper and an incorrectly broken check marked by 

confessed criminal Swindlers Pissed.  It was at this point Tinks met up with Paracetamol and No Name 

Joy who just could not find trail.  However we 

persevered and eventually found paper and 

continued until we met Cathusalem and Quick 

Micky who thought they were off trail as they 

had not seen paper for a while. Tinks, Paracetamol 

and Joy were more confident as we had accepted 

that paper was anything between 200 and 300 

metres apart.  Sure enough we were proved right.  

Along the trail there was a split and Tinks leading 

at the time continued left for best part of 250m 

before turning back having seen no paper and met 

up with the rest of the Rambo’s.  At this point 

paper was spotted and we were on the right trail 

so we pushed on and eventually met up with the 

long trail and head to the Pylons were Tinks had 

laid a check two weeks earlier.  The trial 

meandered through the bush towards the setting 

sun and the top end of the lake.  Paper was 

difficult to spot at times and this is probably were Brambles and Quick Micky got lost.  The trial then 

skirted round the east side of the lake and back to the beer truck and snacks. 

 

Rambo’s trail as recorded by Tinks 



 

Long Walk trail as recorded by Hugs 

Post Trail and Circle 

During the quenching of thirst and munching of snacks conversation revolved around the conservational 

approach taken by the Hares.  However the trails proved to be popular with all but not sure about 

Brambles and Quick Micky.  Brambles made it back during the circle but Quick Micky no showed 

The Circle 

GM Hugs called the circle to order even though two missing hashers were still unaccounted for and 

proceeded to award the following down downs: 

Late arrivals:  Old Macdonald and Body Snatcher who somehow could not find the run site although 

they did collect one sign on the Pala-u Road. 

Hares:  Spook and Rubber Duck who got thumbs up for good trails. 

Last hasher home: Brambles Bill 

Double Centurion:  Brambles Bill 

Entertainment interval:  Pussy Galore challenged to consume a small pack of crackers in one minute or 

less without drinking water to assist. 

Returnees: Stamp Licker, Rotten Dame, Body Snatcher, Paracetamol, Paddy Red Belly, David & Sheila 

Key, No Name Frank 

Virgin Hasher: Ken Perkin 

 

GM then closed the circle and then there was discussion about setting up a search party to find Micky.  

It transpired that he found his way to a close friend and ex-hasher Rolly’s pad and reported in.  No 

search party needed. 

On After 

Some 25 plus hashers then proceed to the Tum A Ao restaurant on Route 2004, the same place as the 

previous H2H3 run introduced by Tinks and they did an excellent job again this week.  It looks like we 

have found a new venue for the area that can cater for a large crowd with good food at good prices 

and plenty of cold beer.  

 



 
 

 
 

On On, 

Tinks 


